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lyric dreamer 1 This was the first of Bjornson's
failures to understand his friend's genius, an inability
which, as we shall see, punctuated all the after years
of their friendship.
The six years—from his twenty-fourth to his
thirtieth year—which Ibsen spent in Bergen, con-
trolling the fortunes of a living theatre, were the best
possible apprenticeship which any dramatist could
experience. Their significance is to be seen in the
rapid advance in Ibsen's art from The Warrior's Barrow
to The Banquet at So/haug; in the ever more skilful
blending of the technique of Scribe with the poetic
drama of Danish provenance. But before Ibsen
left Bergen he had taken another great step forward;
he had completed the tragedy I have already mentioned,
The Warriors at Helgeland. This was his first revolu-
tionary achievement; his challenge to the Romantic
art of Oehlenschlager and Hertz, and to the Romantic
outlook on life and poetry generally; it is, in fact,
his first contribution to the movement which was
subsequently to be described as naturalism. He
had begun the drama in verse, but ultimately turned
to prose. The Warriors at Helgeland is a kind of
Crommll in the theatre of the North. The critics
were, of course, convinced that Ibsen ought not to
have repudiated the Romantic poetry to which they
were accustomed; what he had substituted for it,
they said, was mere raw brutality. His drama was
certainly not the saga, resplendent in many-hued
poetic sentimentality, that they knew. And Bjornson,
too, failed to understand ; he ranged himself with the
majority, and proclaimed Ibsen's way of dramatizing
the saga emphatically not the way to do it. To show
how it ought to be done, he published his own saga-
drama Lame Hulda. A comparison of the works
is, I think, in the eyes of the twentieth century, the
best possible vindication of Ibsen's new art; with the
passing of the sentiment of the Romantic age, ILame
Hulda has ceased to interest us much. Bjornson's

